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Slovní hodnocení:

Michaela has become completely consumed by her chosen theme Ebru. Literally. Her choice 
represented a challenge on numerous levels; from technical ability and craft through cultural 
signifigance and interpretation. Her initial concept of using photographs based on gesteral 
figurative drawings was eventually abandoned to focus on the actual nature of the technique itself 
and the exploration of its boundries, or more specifically the extention of its boundries. Paper, 
wood, plastic, rubber, fabric, video, skin. Michaela's final installation and performance is the result 
of months of deliberations, numerous trials and numerous errors. Ebru can be as elevated as the 
bookends of album amicorum or as depriciated as an arts and craft technique. Through her work 
Michaela has examined and scrutinized Ebru. The significant amount of risk taking that was 
undertaken led to a natural process of reliance on her own authenticated performative methods. In 
doing so, she has defined and verified her artistic process and practice. What I find exciting in this 
new work is the scope of conceptual and abstract thought which needed to be engaged in its 
creation, and the challenges that the medium itself presented being anchored in an historic and 
cultural tradition. Michaela's realizations make use of illumination and reflection and in doing so are 
faithful to the essence of the medium itself. On the other hand, her extended techniques 
emphasize the characteristics of Ebru that attracted her to it in the first place, ephemeral color 
abstraction, an imprint of impermanence. In the course of her work there was a moment of 
confrontation when it became evident that the initial plan to work collboratively would no longer be 
feasible. This brought Michaela to a point of strategic decision making and a point of reflection on 
the art of Ebru and what her work could mean to the community of artists dedicated to its tradition. 
Although Michaela's work has a certain veneer of design, it delves into the depth of colour, motion, 
and organic structure that the medium encompasses in its essence. 

Questions:

How would you describe the relationship between Zentai and Ebru? 

Diplomovou práci doporučuji k obhajobě.
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